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Remarks: Dean Mark West 
Address: Stefan H. Atkinson, '09 
Introduction of Honored Guests 
4:30 p.m., Honigman Auditorium, Law School 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
May 9, 201 4 
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HONORED GUESTS 
AND AWARD RECIPIENTS 
Henry M. Bates Memorial Scholarship Award. An award presented annually to 
outstanding seniors in the Law School, with account taken of scholarship in legal studies, 
personality, character, extracurricular interests, and promise of a distinguished career. 
The award was established through the generosity of alumni and friends of the Law 
School in memory of the late Dean Henry M.  Bates. 
Lee R Crain 
Jane L. Mixer Memorial Award. An annual award presented to the students who 
have made the greatest contribution to activities designed to advance the cause of 
social justice. Students, faculty and staff provide nominations for the award. 
Bet.ry L Firher 
Emily R Goebel 
Elena M. Peifer 
Irving Stenn, Jr. Award. An annual award presented to students who have demon­
strated leadership and contributed, through extracurricular activities, to the well-being 
and strength of the Law School or University. The award is made possible through the 
generosity of Irving Stenn, J r. ,  1955, and his father, Irving Stenn, Sr., both of Chicago. 
Benjamin L Cavataro 
Sa rah E. Larsen 
Megan B. Sanders-Drazen 
Daniel H. Grady Prize. An annual award presented to the student who has graduated 
with the highest standing in his or her Law School class. 
Joseph R Regalia 
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Order of the Coif. A national law school honor society whose members are selected by 
the faculty from the ten percent of the third-year class who rank highest in scholarship. 
Selection of new members is made after the students who graduate in May have com­
pleted the requirements for their degrees. The faculty wishes to recognize the graduates 
elected in the fall of 2013. 
Ankit Bahri 
Varun Behl 
Aaron P Brecher 
Jacob Brege 
A!Jssa M. Cantor 
A!Jssa B. Christensen 
Joseph IV: Clementz 
Brian]. Connol!J 
Joseph W Doman 
Margaret E. D11nlay 
Rachel]. Ezzell 
Carollne A. F!Jnn 
Kathryn E. Gilbert 
Samuel G. Hall 
Max B. Hensley 
Sean B. Karunaratne 
Joanna Lampe 
Aaron J_,oterstein 
Aaron S. Markel 
Jason E. Mohr 
Jack A. Morgan 
Jessica A. Morton 
Robert]. 0 'Loughlin III 
Sarah A. Palmer 
EfiSsa C. Reiqy 
Joseph A Reiter 
Daniel B. Rubin 
Travis L Scher 
Peter E. Scherer 
Peter M. Starr 
Sarah E. Waidelich 
Class of 1908 Memorial Scholarship Award. An annual award given to the student who 
has attained the highest scholastic average at the beginning of his or her senior year. The 
award is presented through the generosity of Judge Guy B. Findley, 1908. 
Lee R Crain 
Maurice Weigle Scholarship Award. An annual award given to recognize and stimulate, 
in furtherance of the highest professional standards, outstanding academic achievement 
by a student during his or her first year. The award was established in 1970 by Mrs. Grace 
Stein Weigle in memory of her husband, Maurice Weigle, 1900. 
Jennifer L Utrecht 
Clara Belfield & Henry Bates Overseas Fellowship. A fellowship that enables students 
who have completed two or more years of law study to pursue academic or professional 
projects abroad. These fellowships are made possible through the generosity of Helen Bates 
Van Tyne. 
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Kathen.ne A. Blair 
Ananda V BHrra 
Bet.ry L FiSher 
Sara Gibson 
Joshua G. HaZfln 
Pauline V Hi/my 
Timotl?J R Shoffner 
M. Johnny Pir!Juv 
ABA-BNA Health Law Award. An award presented to a student who has excelled in 
the study of health law. The award is sponsored jointly by the American Bar Association 
Health Law Section and the Bureau of ational A ffairs. 
Emib S. Fabre 
ABA-BNA Intellectual Property Law Award. An award presented to a student who 
has excelled in the study of intellectual property law. The award is sponsored jointly 
by the American Bar Association Intellectual Property Law Section and the Bureau of 
National Affairs. 
Michael X11n Li11 
ABA-BNA Labor and Employment Law Award. An award presented to a student 
who has excelled in the study of labor and employment law. The award is ponsored 
jointly by the American Bar Association Labor and Employment Law Section and the 
Bureau of ational Affairs. 
Joseph X. Michaels 
S. Anthony Benton Memorial Award. An annual award presented for scholastic excel­
lence in the fields of international and/or constitutional law and for participation and lead­
ership in activities related to the Law School's educational program. The fund for this award 
was established by friends and associates of the late S. Anthony Benton, 1 963, an exceUent 
student and a participant and leader in extracurricular activities in the Law School. 
Betsy L Fisher 
William W. Bishop, Jr. Award. An award given to a student who has performed with 
distinction in tl1e field of international law and in related Law School activities. The award 
was established by friends, coUeagues, and students of the late Professor William W 
Bishop in appreciation of his long and distinguished service as teacher, scholar, and editor 
in chief of the A1Jmican Journal of International l..a111. 
A.nanda V Burra 
Lee C. Bollinger Prize. An award presented to a student who has achieved excellence 
in the study of the First Amendment. This award was established by graduates of the 
Law School in honor of Lee C. Bollinger, clean of the Law School, 1 987 to 1 994, and 
president of the University of Michigan, 1997 to 200 1 . 
Isaac B. Half 
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Henry M. Campbell Memorial Prize & Campbell Competition. An internal 
competition that is  the oldest of the various competitions at the Law School. The 
Campbell Competition involves many hours of intense preparation by both its 
participants and the student Board, which plans and implements the event. The 
competition is sponsored by the Dickinson Wright law firm of Detroit, Michigan. 
First Place 
Katharine A. Roller 
Second Place 
Daniel j. Hafainen 
The Law School would also like to recognize a finalist from 20 13 who 
was unable to participate in the final oral argument round. 
2013 Finalist 
Stephanie M. Goldfarb 
Alden J. "Butch" Carpenter Memorial Scholarship Award. An award given to stu­
dents who have evidenced an intent to apply their legal training in a manner which will 
assist the development of an economical.ly depressed and traditionally disadvantaged 
community. The fund for this award was established by the Black Law Students Alliance 
in cooperation with the Black Alumni Association to motivate law students toward the 
social commitment demonstrated by Butch Carpenter before his death in 1978. 
BritnCJ' A. u"ttfes 
Runners up 
Samt1el N. Edandison 
J<jla L Moore 
Roger A. Cunningham Memorial Property Prize. An award presented to a first-year 
student for scholastic excellence in the Property Law course combined with outstanding 
performance in the rest of the first-year core curriculum. The award was established in 
1994 by the family of the late Professor Roger A. Cunningham, a faculty member of 
the Law School from 1959 to 1994 who was renowned for his expertise in property and 
land use law. 
Kurt A. Johnson 
Emmett E. Eagan Award. An award given to a student who has excelled in courses 
in the field of corporate law. The award was established by the Detroit firm of Miller 
Canfield to honor its senior partner, Emmett E. Eagan, 1934. 
Ham E. Biebl 
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Robert S. Feldman Labor Law Award. An annual award given to the senior student 
who has done the most outstanding work in the field of labor law, with account taken of 
performance in courses, seminars, independent research, and on journals. The award was 
established through the generosity of the late Robert S. Feldman, 1938, a leading labor­
relations attorney in l'vlichigan. 
Deborah R f-luerta 
Fiske Award. A fellowship for exceptional graduates serving as government employees 
at the federal, state, or (in exceptional cases) local level. Applicants must demonstrate a 
commitment to public service values. These fellowships were established in ovember 
2001 through the generosity of Robert B. Fiske, J r., 1955. 
Meredith B. Carry 
Elizabeth j. Cross1J1a11 
A11sti11 J. Hakes 
Samuel C. Hall 
Ralph M. Freeman Scholarship. The Freeman prize is awarded to the second- or 
third-year student who has demonstrated true excellence in the fields of criminal law 
and procedure. 
Shira E. Cordon 
Carl Gussin Memorial Prize. An annual award given to one or more students who 
have excelled in the area of trial work. The prize was established by friends of Carl 
Gussin, 1931, a well-known Detroit trial lawyer and co-founder of the Negligence 
Committee of the State Bar of l'vlichigan . 
Colleen P Fitzharris 
Rockwell T. Gust Advocacy Award. An award presented to the student who has 
demonstrated the greatest potential as a trial lawyer and advocate. The award was 
established by the Detroit law firm of Butzel Long to honor its senior partner, 
Rockwell T. Gust, 1914, for more than 60 years of distinguished practice as a trial 
advocate and counselor. 
john D. Vat1Deve11ter 
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award. An annual award presented to a 
senior student who has demonstrated outstanding ability in courtroom advocacy. 
Alexandria D. Bond 
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Award for Exceptional Service. An award presented to a student from each Journal 
for outstanding all-around contributions to that Journal. 
Michigan Law Review 
Keith E. Diggs 
University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform 
Eoin P. Connolb1 
Michigan Journal of International Law 
Elisabeth F /\lladden 
Michigan Journal of Gender & Law 
Sh'!J' M. Elbaum 
Michigan Telecommunications and Technology Law Review 
Eric A. Felleman 
Michigan Journal of Race & Law 
Kel!J F O 'Donml! 
Award for Outstanding Scholarly Contribution. An award presented to the student 
who wrote the best note published by each Journal. 
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Michigan Law Review 
Stephen T Mqyer 
''An Implausible Standard for Affirmative Defenses" 
University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform 
Calanlhe A. Cope-Kasten 
"It's Time to Start Showing a Little Restraint: 
In Search of a Compromise on Federal Seclusion and Restraint Legislation" 
Eric Stein Award for Outstanding Scholarly Contribution 
to the Michigan Journal of International Law 
Zackary L Stillings 
" Human Rights and the New ReaLty of Climate Change: 
Adaptation's Limitations in Achieving Climate Justice" 
Michigan Journal of Gender & Law 
Michael H. El-Zein 
"Gender-Conscious Confrontation: The Accuser-Obligation Approach Revisited" 
Award for Outstanding Scholarly Contribution. (cont'd) 
Michigan Telecommunications and Technology Law Review 
Michael X1111 LJu 
"Jurisdictional Limits and In Rem Proceedings Against Domain I ames" 
Michigan Journal of Race & Law 
J Adam Wnght 
"Federal Constraints on States' Ability to License 
an Undocumented Immigrant to Practice Law" 
Richard Katcher Senior Tax Prize. An annual award presented to a senior student 
who has excelled in courses and seminars in taxation and related areas. The award is 
sponsored by Richard Katcher, 1943, of Cleveland, Ohio. 
Tomer S. Doifan 
The Jon Henry Kouba Prize. This prize recognizes the best student papers on 
European Integration and International Peace and Security. The prize is made possible 
by the generosity of Jon H enry Kouba, Esq., 1965. 
' 
European Integration 
Charles J Ramsry 
"A Comparison of US and EU Standards for the Evaluation of 
Mergers and Acquisitions: The Evidence of Convergence" 
Runner up 
Anrlre11J W Hartlage 
"ls a Two-Speed Europe the Price of Financial Stability? Evaluating the 
European Union Financial Transactions Tax" 
International Peace and Security 
Eugena V Choe 
"Back to Basics: Time to Return" 
Jeffrey S. Lehman Legal Practice Award. An award presented by the faculty to a 
student deemed the best Legal Practice student from the previous year. This award is 
in honor of Jeffrey S. Lehman, dean of the Law School from 1994 to 2003. The award 
is made possible through the generosity of The Homeland Foundation. 
Daniel). Halainen 
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Dores McCree Award. An award presented to a student who has consistently demon­
strated the personal qualities that Dores McCree exemplified during her years of work 
at the Law School from 1988 through 1996: extraorclinary devotion to the well-being 
of students, commitment to a widely inclusive and unified vision of the Law School 
community, grace, wisdom, compassion, and modesty. 
Shira E. Gordon 
Michigan Supreme Court Historical Society Law Student Prize. An award pre­
sented to a student who has clone outstanding work in courses relating to legal h istory. 
The award is sponsored by the Michigan Supreme Court Historical Society. 
]11sti11 P Silver 
Saul L. Nadler Memorial Award. An award presented to one or more students who 
have done outstanding work in courses and written projects relating to commercial law, 
corporate law, creditors' rights, and securities regulation. The award is funded by a gift 
from the adler Poundation in memory of Saul L. Nadler, 1936. 
Al!Json R Terpsma 
National Association of Women Lawyers Award. An award presented to a senior 
student who has demonstrated achievement and motivation in academic and community 
work and has exhibited the potential for future contributions to the advancement of 
women in society and in the legal community. 
Rebecca A. Berkol/Jitz 
Jack C. Radcliffe, Jr. Award. An award given annually to one or more second- or 
third-year students who have served as senior judges in the Legal Practice Program, 
with account taken for excellence in mentoring first-year law students. The award was 
established by colleagues, clients, friends, and family of Jack C. Radcliffe, J r., 1970, 
in remembrance of his commitment to supporting and mentoring young lawyers. 
A11dre1JJ N. Knauss 
Rakow Scholarship. An award presented each fall to a student who demonstrates 
outstanding scholarly achievement in securities law, or if a securities law course was not 
available, then to an outstanding student in corporations or business law. This scholarship 
is sponsored by the Eastern District of Michigan Chapter of the Federal Bar Foundation. 
Brett M. Novick 
Jenny Runkles Memorial Award. An annual award presented to second-year students 
who have exhibited a selAess commitment to improving the Law School community 
and society as a whole, through devotion to public interest and cliversiry. Students, 
faculty, and staff provide nominations for the award. 
Samantha M. Hall Danielle]. Krumholz 
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Scholarly Writing Award. An award presented by the faculty to students who have 
produced scholarly work of superior quality for seminars or independent research 
projects. The award is given for work prepared without the expectation of publication, 
and is sponsored by the DeRoy Foundation. 
Greer B. Donlry 
"A System of M en and Not Laws: 
What Due Process Tells Us about the Deficiencies in Institutional Review Boards" 
Daniel J I-111/me 
"A Measure of their Metal: Saga Weapons as Character Traits" 
Matthe1JJ W Muma 
"The Red and The Black: 
Bribery, Regulation, Inequality, Nepotism-and Investment Banking" 
Gil Savir 
"IGAs vs. l'VIAATM: Has Tax Bilateralism Outlived Its Usefulness)" 
Craig Spangenberg Oral Advocacy Award. An award given to recognize one or 
more students who have demonstrated exceptional ability in courtroom oral advocacy. 
The International Society of Barristers established the award in 1999 in memory of 
Craig Spangenberg, '37, a founder of the Society, its first president, an exemplary trial 
lawyer, and a superb oral advocate. 
Andre111]. Dixon 
Juan Luis Tienda Memorial Scholarship. An award presented to students from 
Spanish-speaking backgrounds who have demonstrated a commitment to working for 
the advancement of Spanish-speaking people in the United States. The fund for this 
award was established in memory of Juan Luis Tienda, who died following his second 
year in law school. 
Daniela A. Tagtachian 
Joseph Wolfe Memorial Prize. An award presented to the writer of the best student 
paper produced in the field of Trust Law during the past year. 
Katherine E. Carlton 
" Premarital and Postmarital Agreements" 
Women Lawyers Association of Michigan Foundation Awards. Awards presented to 
women law students who have demonstrated leadership capabilities, served the commu­
nity in such areas as family law, child advocacy or domestic violence, or displayed potential 
for advancing the position of women in society. The awards are made possible through 
the generosity of the WLAM Foundation. 
Kimberly M. Cahill Scholar 
Cari E. Carson 
General Motors Scholar 
Nayda Ve1ier-T aylor 
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Women Lawyers Association of Michigan Julia D. Darlow Award. An award 
presented to a student who has demonstrated through Law School and community 
activties the substantial likelihood that, as a lawyer, he or she will advance the interests 
of the women members of the legal profession; promote improvements in the adminis­
tration of justice; promote equity and social justice for all people; and improve relations 
between the legal profession and the public. The award is made possible through the 
generosity of the WLAM Foundation. 
Jillian S. Wilson Ambrose 
Hessel E. Yntema Award. An award presented to senior students who have per­
formed with distinction in courses and seminars in international and comparative law 
and in related Law School activities. The award was established in memory of Professor 
Yntema's long and distinguished service in the fields of foreign and comparative law as 
teacher, scholar, and founder of the American Journal of Comparative Law. 
Chaka S. LagHerre 
� 
SPECIAL RECOGNITION 
Certificate of Pro Bono Service. An award presented to senior students who have 
completed the Pro Bono Pledge of at least 50 hours of pro bono service while 
attending law school. 
R£mdall 
J
. Abbott Devon C. Holstad Lauren A. Reid 
Tara A. Amin Deborah R Huerta Dante A. Roldan 
Avry C. A11dreas Helen H. Ji Jordan D. Rossen 
Prfya L Bhan11 Raymond J. Kim Megan B. Sanders-Drazen 
Katherine A. Blair Zhandos K11deri11 Ariel 111 Schepers 
Rochel E. Braver Chaka S. Laguerre Cina D. Schulz 
Meegan B. B1·ooks Sarah E. J__,arsen Kn.stal L Serna 
Andmv C. Budzinski C/mstian Lee Nina N. Shah 
Jernsha K. B11mett Brian E. Le'!)' Timotf?y R Shof ner 
Ananda V B11rra Alice Liu Klara M. H. Stephens 
Kate/Jll N. Chernry Anne E. McGinnis Patrick D. Stocks 
Judith E. Con1JJay Kathen'ne A. Met'ster CoHrtnry E Torres 
Calanthe A. Cope-Kaste11 Darren L Miller Loretta A. Trary 
Et11ma L Cox Emily K. Miller ]amen E. 7jler 
Lee R Crain Colleen E. Nicholson Daniel Valenza 
Andre1JJ J. Dalack Elizabeth A. Och Claire E. Vallin 
Nfai Denatva Kelly F 0 'Donnell .John D. VanDeventer 
Michael H. El-Zei11 Allison M. 0 'Leary Amee R Vora 
Jordan E. A. frrg11son Samantha L Palladino Lara K. Wagner 
Bet9 L Fisher Elena M. Peifer Stephanie C. IVistman 
Colleen P FitzPcmis Vero11ica A. Perera Carlyn S. Williams 
Regina M. Carza Michael J. Pitt Jillian S. Wilson Ambrose 
Ezra D. Geggel Co11rtnry L\11. Potter Ming Ming Yang 
Shira E. Cordon Lane C. Po1vefl Dayna J. Zolle 
Kelly M. Hagen Sarah R Prat/er Jason D. Zo/le 
E11gene I. Prokopenko 
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Certificate of Merit Awards. Presented at the end of each term to the student who 
achieved outstanding performance in each Law School course. Certificates of Merit 
were presented to the following students for work done during the winter, summer, and 
fall 2013 terms. 
Winter 2013 Certificate of Merit Awards 
Accounting for Lawyers 
Peter E. Scherer 
Administrative Law 
Dmk 111 Kellry 
Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Richard L Jolly 
An Introduction to the Main Sources of 
English Legal History, l200- 1350 
Derek 117 Kel!ry 
Bankruptcy 
Anne E. McGinnis 
Blood feuds 
Daniel]. Hulme 
Chinese Law and Legal I nstitutions 
Joanna R Lampe 
Civil Procedure 
Samuel C. Leifer 
J11lia K. Potter 
Constitutional Eguality 
Samuel C. Hall 
Constitutionalism in South Africa 
Jillian ]. Rothman 
Contracts 
K11rt A. Johnson 
Marce!T Rosner 
Corporate Taxation 
Seth A. Mohnl!J' 
Criminal Law 
Eric R. Merron 
Mat/hell' H. Specht 
Criminal Procedure Survey 
Sarah L Black 
Criminal Procedure: 
Bail to Post Conviction Review 
Caroline A. F!Jn11 
Critical Issues in Law and Development 
Stephanie C. Westman 
Democracy and First Amendment 
Isaac B. Hal  
Employee Benefits and 
Executive Compensation 
Kelly M. Hagen 
Energy Law: Regulation of Electricity 
Max B. Henslry 
Enterprise Organization 
Ezra D. Ceggel 
Michael]. Pitt 
European Legal Order 
Angel G. Pachev 
Evidence 
Andreu; ]. Junker 
]. Adam W1ight 
Family Law 




Savmmel B. Auld 
First Amendment 
Sarah E L 11/'aidelich 
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Winter 2013 Certificate of Merit Awards (cont'd) 
Health Law and Policy 
Hannah E. Logue 
H igher Education Law 
Ch1istia11 G. DeSimone 
How To Save The Planet 
Hannah E. Fregolle 
Immigration and ationality 
J AdalJI l.Pnght 
International Bankruptcy 
Joshua Garcia 
International Corporate Go,·ernance 
Jesse L Roth 
I nternational I nvestment Law 
Isaac A. Binkovitz 
International Trade Law 
Bryna Dj11har 
Introduction to Constitutional Law 
Kurt A. johmon 
Eli M. Temkin 
Japanese Law 
Daniel J Hulme 
Labor Law 
Joseph X. Michaels 
Land Use Planning and Control 
LeJJi j. Smith 
Legal Ethics and 
Professional Responsibility 
Zachary A. Ciullo 
Legislation and Regulation 
Be'!Jamin J. Clark 
Marketing for Lawyers 
Jyoti K11velker 
Mergers and Acquisitions 
Hans E. Biebl 
Model Rules and Beyond 
Augustus E. !Vinkes 
Modern American Legal H istory 
Ed1JJard C. R Lawrence 
arrative Skills and the Law 
Elizabeth M. Gary 
Natural Resources Law 
A11g11st11s E. lll'i11kes 
Operations for Lawyers 
Ha11nah E. Fregole 
Partnership Tax 
Ariel D. Simm1 
Patent Law I I  
Erir A. Felleman 
Property 
Katie G. M111/ins 
Zacha91 A. Sarno.ff 
Race Law Stories 
Ankit Bahn 
Real Estate Finance Law 
Anika C. Fischer 
Sales and Secured Financing 
Da11iel Valenza 
Securities Regulation 
Brett M. ovick 
Sex Equality 
Andrea M. Taylor 
Sports Law 
Emily K. Albertson 
Winter 2013 Certificate of Merit Awards (cont'd) 
Tax of Financial I nstruments 
Zachee P Tinhaga 
Taxation of Individual I ncome 
Julia K. Rohm-Ensing 
Trademarks and Unfair Competition 
Jennifer L Utrecht 
Transactional Contracts 
Miguel F Ona 
Transnational Law 
john A. Lister 
James M. O'Hare 
Summer 2013 Certificate of Merit Awards 
Civil Procedure 
Eric D. YJJ 
Torts 
Jonathan L Baker 
Eric D. YJJ 
Fall 2013 Certificate of Merit Awards 
Accounting for Lawyers 
Colleen E. Burns 
Administrative Law 
Valerie C. Bieben.ch 
Blood feuds 
Kathryn T Abbott 
Civil Procedure 
Andrezv S. Chipouras 
Jennifer E. Fischel! 
Alison B. Lisi 
Computer Crimes 
Bryson K. Nitta 
Conflict of Laws 
Greer B. Donlry 
Contracts 
Eric M. Kim 
Eric D. YJI 
Corporate Lawyer: Law & Ethics 
Kurt A. Johnson 
Corporate Taxation 
Michael R Farrell 
Cri.minal Justice: 
I nvestigation & Police Practices 
Lee R Crain 
Criminal Law 
Timotl?J E. Garcia 
Adam Z. Margulies 
Criminal Procedure Survey 
L.ane C. Po1vel  
Disability Rights 
Matthe1v S. Grego91 
Enterprise Organization 
Brad S. Ahrens 
Entertainment Law 
Nicholas I. DeCoster 




Fall 2013 Certificate of Merit Awards (cont'd) 
European Union Law 
Ananda V B11rra 
Michael Goldhammer 
Evidence 
}amen E. Tjler 
James J. Valenza 
Family Law 
James J. Valenza 
FDA Law 
Greer B. DonleJ' 
Federal Courts 
Mattheu; S. Grego']' 
Federal I ndjan Law 
Elizabeth A. Simon 
Financial Regulation 
Mary L Watkim 
First Amendment 
Kelly M. Hagen 
Fourteenth Amendment 
Sarah A. Oliai 
Health Care Fraud and Abuse 
Emily S. Fabre 
Human Rights: Themes and Variations 
Ti111otly R Shof ner 
International Criminal Law 
Katarzyna JYze1vska 
International Trade Law 
Etica B. Mitchell 
International Refugee Law 
Taylor E. French 
Introduction to the I ncome Taxation 
of Business Enterprise 
Zachao' C. Robock 
I nvesm1ent Banking 
Nleera R El-Farhan 
Jurucial and Legal Reforms in 
Post-Soviet Countries 
Gabriel B. Collins 
Jurisdiction and Choice Of Law 
Taylor E. French 
James J. Valenza 
Jurisprudence 
Fm11c1s H. A llhoff Ill 
Labor Law 
Leah M. Engle 
Narrative Skills and the Law 
Eric Rudie 
Patent Law 1 
Michael X11n Li11 
Property 
Alison B. Lisi 
James J. ValenZfl 
Eric D. Yf! 
Real Estate Finance Law 
Peter S. Borock 
Secured Transactions 
Valian Afshar 
Taxation of [ndividual Income 
Rebecca C. Eisenbrry 
The Problem of Toxics: 
Toxic Substances and Toxic Torts 
l.Li11re11 A. Reid 
Torts 
Lo11re11 Dansry 
James P Joseph fl 
James E. Mil!tkan 
Patrick L Rawsthorne 
Fall 2013 Certificate of Merit Awards (cont'd) 
Trademarks and Unfair Competition 
A1ichael X1111 Liu 
Transactional Contracts 
Danielle F Kfavons 
Transnational Law 
Samantha A. Kirry 
Milo R Madole 
Transnational Law Colloquium 
Samantha A. Kirry 
Trusts and Estates I 
Elizabeth A. Simon 
Water Wars: Law and Policy to 
Save the Great Lakes 
Ciara I. Foster 
The Law School would like to recognize and thank the following students for their service 
on the staffs of the Law School's scholarly journals during the 2013-2014 academic year. 
Michigan Law Review 
Executive Articles Editor 
William A. Hanis 
Articles Editors 
Seth R BoJl)ers 
Andren; C. Budzinski 
Colleen P Fitzharris 
T qylor E. French 
Michael]. B. Pitt 
Executive Editors 
l\achel E. Braver 
Jennifer E. Bronson 
Keith E Diggs 
Erm!J R Goebel 
Stephanie M. Goldfarb 
Deborah R Huerta 
Collin D. Ray 
Michelle A. Sargent 
Editor-in-Chief 
Dqy11a J. Zolle 
Managing Editor 
bliZfibeth A. Homan 
Executive Notes Editor 
Robert R S. Manhas 
Notes Editors 
David Fnsef 
Stephen T Mc!)ier 
Jake}. Perkoivski 
A l!Json R Terpsma 
John D. VanDeventer 
Book Review Editors 
Jef
f
rry D. Edu1ards 
Julian W Kleinbrodt 
Executive Editors of First lmpressions 
Marguerite L Moeller 
Justin Silver 
Executive Production Editor 
Kate!J11 A. Cannella 
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Michigan Law Review (cont'd) 
Austin V Arnett 
Joshua H. Arocho 
Ananda V Burm 
Ashley]. Butler 
Bef!J'amin L Cavataro 
Polina Demina 
athaniel L Freeland 
Ez:a D. Geggel 
Charlie Gerstein 
Matthe1v S. Gregory 
Contributing Editors 
Kel!J M. Hagen 
Nicholas T Herrera 
MattheJV rv: Lanahan 
Daniel S. Magy 
Joseph X. Michaels 
Matthe1v f.P. Muma 
Elizabeth M. Phillips 
Kathan·ne A. Roller 
Ariel Lf;'l'. Schepers 
Elizabeth A. Simon 
University of Michigan journal of Law Reform 
Managing Executive Editor 
Eoin Co1111olb1 
Executive Editors 
A. ]. Dixon 
Michael Farrell 
Brett M. Novick 
Joshua Ron11ebat1m 
Tristram Wolf 
Managing Symposium Editor 




Roher/ L ff:"hite 
Edv111nd Appleton 
Meegan Brooks 










Managing Articles Editor 
Rebecca A. Ed1valds 
Article Editors 
Jerevry Spear Garson 
Shira E. Gordon 








Perry Miska, Jr. 
Sej in Park 







Managing Development Editor 
f\!Iatk Garil:yan 
Comments Editors 
Hans E. Biebl 
Colleen icholson 








Michigan journal of International Law 
Managing Article Editor 
Isaac J Jalkanen 
Article Editors 
Pr!Ja L Bham1 
JVlai Denal/la 
Lora Elizabeth MacDonald 
Matthe}J) 0 'F-lare 
Benjamin A. Shoemaker 
Lara K. Wagner 
Business and 
Development Editor 
John H. Aycock 
Nlasha L Bresner 
Bryna Djuhar 
Shmti D11saj 
A bra ham rattah 
Regina Garza 
Editor in Chief 
Julia Stuebing 
Managing Editor 
Zackary L Stillings 
Managing Executive Editor 
Eriko Carolina Higa 
Executive Editors 
Katherine A. Blair 
Kellry D. Bledsoe 
Sarah E. Manlry 
Robert J Shannon 
Jenna Marie Trebs 
Managing Blog Editor 
Elisabeth F Madden 
Contributing Editors 
Laura Grai 
Kwame Gyasi Gyimah 
Abraham Hiatt 
Ji Won Kim 
Cooper Kno1vlton 
Kathen.ne A. Meister 
Managing Note Editor 
john A. Atchlry III 
Note Editors 
Jacquejyn A. Godin 
Ezekiel K. Rediker 
Perry Teicher 
Production Editor 




Darren L Miller 
Seth A. Mohnry 
Sarah A. Oliai 
Michael Schmale 
Bo White 







Mary Soo Anderson 
Information & Technology Coordinator 
Elena Peifer 
Executive Editors 







Student Note Coordinator 
Samantha Miyahara Hal  
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Kel!J A. Jauregui 
Claire Kel!J 
Daniele Krumholz 
Emi!J S urcm 
Danica Taylor 
Heather L Turner 
Bnan No1vinski 
Danica T 01/or 
Julia Kaplan Toce 
Michigan Telecommunications and Technology Law Review 
Executive 
Articles Editor 
Alexander 8. S lein 
Article Editors 
Jerusha K. Burnett 
Eric Andreu; Felleman 
Christian Lee 
Joshua M. Rychiinski 
Colleen Burns 
J Brett Chambers 
Jorda11 Ferguson 





Sarah M. Cork 
Managing Editor 
Helen H. Ji 
Executive 
Production Editor 
Jason T Wong 
Production Editors 






Alice L iu 
Michael (Xun) Liu 
Alexander S. Malson 




Car!Jn S. LVilliams 
Note Editors 
Steven Beigehnacher 
Daniel A. ZJ1Jick 
Allison M. O 'Leary 
Sarah R Prat/er 
Kimber!J L Thiballit 
Ryan Y Yang 
Elise Yu 
Jessica L Zacharski 
Michigan Journal of Race & Law 
Executive Articles Editor 
Andreu; Dalack 
Ali Beidottn 
James G. fields 
Samantha Honea 
Tae Andre111s 
Karla M. Johnson 
Editor-in-Chief 
Emi!J D. Gilman 
Managing Editor 
Ming Ming Yang 
Production Editor 
Kel!J F O 'Donnell 
Race & Curriculum Editor 




Jillian ]. Garment Roth111a11 
Contributing Editors 
Natasha uckhart 
Dante A. Roldan 
Katarzyna T0ize1J1ska 




Co11rtnlj)' E Torres 
Hamson H. T qylor 
Bernardo Vaz 
The Law School would like to recognize and thank the following students for their 
leadership of student-run organizations as well as congratulate those students who 
excelled in Law School competitions during the 20 1 3-2014 academic year. 
American Civil Liberties Union - UM Law School 
Treasurer 
Alzson D. Rogers 
Events Chair 




Mary L Mage/ski 
Outreach Co-Chairs 
Amina L Kirk 
Jos!Jlla]. Rormebaum 
Publicity Chair 
Jonathan B. Forman 
Social Chair 
Abrye R Klamann 
1 L Representative 
Eli]. Cohen 
2 1  
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American Constitution Society for Law & Policy 
Treasurer 
Daniel C. Osher 
Publicity Chair 
Samantha A. Kirby 
Speakers Co-Chairs 
Richard L Jol!J 
/Jlexanrlra H. Schijfn"n 
President 
Bet!Jamin L Cavataro 
Co-Vice Presidents 





Shira E. Gordon 
]. KCJ·in O 'Connor 
Student Organization Liaison 
Erika G. Kaneko 
National and Lawyer Chapter Liaison 
Mana]. Barbosa 
3L Representatives 
Joseph P. Ca111pbell 








Dang I-". Dong 
) 011ng 1-Iei Jo 
Sejin Park 
) i1z/Je PengLing 
Michael]. Schmale 
2L Representative 
Kel!J E. Fabian 
Asia Law Society 
Co-Presidents 
Etm S 11ng Lim 




Ki Hoon Kim 
Outreach Chair 
]em' L Taylor 






Asian Pacific American Law Students Association 
Treasurer 
Robin Y Liu 
Secretary 
President 
]11rfy J Bao 
Vice President 
AnrlrelJJ C. Sand 
Social Chair 
Jason S. Koo 
Ling Choijatkie Cheng 
Political Action Chair 
Alice Y Long 
Cultural Committee Co-Chairs 
Anisha Asher 




Michael KL Chung 
Brenda Y11-1ven Hivang 
Ming Ming Yang 
1 L Representative 
Lori C. Arakaki 
Bankruptcy Law Society 
President 
Carry D. Hartlieh 
Vice President & Treasurer 
Santiago RJ1bio 
Secretary 
Emi!y H. Iversen 
Black Law Students Alliance 
Chair 
Christopher V 811rtll!J' 
Vice Chair 
GeDa ' L Jones 
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Black Law Students Alliance (cont'd) 
Treasurer 
Samantha !VI. Hall 
Secretary 
!VI. Jeanette Pitts 
Speaker Chair 
KeAndra Z. Barl011J 
Outreach Chair - Admissions 
Cari E. Carson 
Academics Chair 
Collins C. Belton 
Donning Chair & 3L Representative 
Meredith I. Santana 
Butch Carpenter Banquet Co-Chairs 
Emerson [I:/'. Girardeau III 
Adrean S. Tqylor 
Business Law Association 
President 




Katherine A. Rasmussen 
Events Co-Chairs 
Adam B. Bulklry 
Jocelin A Chang 
3L Representative 
S t1n11't Gupta 
Henry M. Campbell Moot Court Board 
Problem Chair 
Lee R Crain 
Judge Chair 
Richard L. Jol!J 
Chair 
Surya Kundu 
Bench Memo Co-Chairs 
Seth R Bo11Jers 
Joel C. Bryant 
Logistics Chair 
Kel/y !VI. Hagen 
Rules Chair 
Marguerite L. Moeller 
Catholic Law Students Association 
Treasurer 




Joseph X. Michaels 
Jeanel!J Orozco Alcald 
Treasurer 
Christina C. Castedo 
Secretary 
Michael S chaeppi 
Service Chair 
Katherine A. Meister 




Tcrylor S. Webb 
3L Representative 
T crylor E. French 
2L Representatives 
Emma Chen Bao 
Kurt A. Johnson 
Classical Music Society 
President 
Andrea M. T crylor 
Vice President 
Joe/ M. Pratt 
Co-Secretaries 
Christopher S. Hanson 
Andreiv IVang 
Promotions Director 
Amro M. M. Jcryousi 
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Criminal Law Society 
President 
Biheane 1. Meisch-Carcia 
Vice President 
Jessica A Kraft 
Treasurer 
Brian M. No111inski 
Social Chair 
Madison A. Sharko 
Mock Trial Chair 
Rachel L Barhat 
Cultural Heritage Law Society 
Co-Presidents 
Lindsry L Chandler 
lf;)latt L McKean 
Treasurer 
Kristen N. Eschei· 
Events Chair 
Lauren M. DesRosiers 
1 L Representative 
Elizabeth A. Beitler 







Joshua H. Arocho 
Vice President 
Brendan T Vandor 
3L Representatives 
Cjinthia Haryeon Cho 
Lora E. MacDonald 
1 L  Representative 
Steven]. Alizio 
Entertainment, Media, and Arts Law Student Association 
Co-Presidents 
Kate W A11Jses 




Kel!J E Fabian 
Katherine A .  Rasmussen 
Moot Court Chair 
AndreJIJ N. Knauss 




Marcel T Rosner 
3L Advisor 
Colleen E Bums 
Co-Presidents 
Samir R. Bakhru 
Zachary C Robock 
1 L  Representatives 
Donovan C McCarty 
athan R Menard 




Marcus R Hoffman 
Projects Director 
Hugh H. Manahan 
Environmental Law Society 
Treasurer 
Sarah J. I� ightman 
Composting Co-Chairs 
Sarah E. Duffj 
Nlatthe1v D Evans 
Co-Chairs 
Joseph J. Ha/so 
Jessica L l/iiCil/ 
Sustainability Chair 
Sommer H. Engels 
Jobs Chair 
Jonah I. Trotz-Libojf 
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Environmental Law Society (cont'd) 
Social Co-Chairs 
Lucas V Middleton 
Stephen A.  Scheele 
Speaker Chair 
Timotl!Y ]. Ford 
3L Representative 
Lauren A. Reid 
l L  Representatives 
Hazel C. Blum 
Seth F Buchsbaum 
Family Law Project 
Co-Chairs 
Karalena M. Guern·en· 




Emi!J]. S Hran 
Transition Coordinator 




Jonathan B. Koch 
Secretary / Treasurer 
Jenna M. Trebs 
Publicity Chair 
Megan A. Schmenk 
Outreach & Social Chair 
En'c]. Hendricks 




Rachel L Barbat 
Maria Litsakfr 
Future Advocates In Training (cont'd) 
Treasurer 
Dante A. Roldc/11 
Social Chair 
Maria C. Llu 
john A. Atchley III 
Kate W Aufses 
Judy Jie Bao 
Rochel L Barbat 
Jacob ]. Barde 
Peter B. Baumhart 
Gregory H. Berman 
Marry G. Blattner 
Cari E. Carson 
Michael]. Casner * 
Ji1dith E. Comvqy * 
Matthe1v D. Eva/IS 
Bet.ry L fisher 
Joseph M. F!Jnn 
3L Representatives 
Cali Cope-Kasten 
Jordan E. A. Ferguson 
lvlatthew D. Laivson 
l L  Representatives 
Danielle K. Angeli 
Luca Winer 
FYI Program Leaders 
Timothy ]. Ford * 
Jonathan B. Forman 
Ma.x: A. Greemvalrl 
Alexandra L GrossbaHm 
Bhavna Gupta 
B!c1ke E. Harrison 
Helen H. Ji 
Thomas E. Kadri 
Jarred A.  Kloifein 
Jessica A. Kraft 
Surya Ktmdu 
Maria C. Llu 
* Board Member 
Headnotes 
Co-Directors 
Andre1v C. Budzinski 




Mol!J E. Dohbcrke 
Speaker Chair 
Jonathan B. Forman 
Leah A. Mintz * 
Seth A. Mohney * 
Brian M. No1vi11ski 
Demiel C. Osher 
Leah B. Patterson 
Charles]. Ramsey 
Kothe1ine A. Rasmussen 
Jillian]. Rothman 
Mary L Shel!J Mageski 
Michael Z. Spitulnik 
Emi!J1 ]. Suran 
Bnttany L Turner 
E n·n E. I.I?' hitney 
Ming Ming Yang 
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Human Rights Advocates 
Co-Chairs 
Matthew J. Justice 
Gracie H. IVi!lis 
Treasurer 
Daniel R Wojciak 
Iraqi Refugee Assistance 
Project Coordinarors 
Mal]' S. Anderson 
Bet.ry L Fisher 
H uman Trafficking Database 
Coordinator 
Freedom House Coordinaror 
Bet.ry L Fisher 
Speaker Chair 
Anne C Recinos 
Technology Chair 
Jemsha K. Burnett 
Danfra C T qylor 
Moot Court Coordinaror 
oha K. Moustafa 
l L  Representative 
Christine Ji1/Jon Choi 
Board Member at Large 
Leah A. Mintz 
Intellectual Property Student Association 
Treasurer 
Cory D. Szczepanik 
Secretary 
Ryan M. Teel 
Social & Pro Bono Chair 
Daniel K. Yarbrough 
Speaker & Academic Chair 




E-:lo!!J K. Victorson 
Outreach Chair 
Kathen.ne A. Nolan 
Technology Chair 
Yu-Hao P. Chang 
Jobs Chair 
Mol!J K. Comllqy 
l L  Representatives 
Charles C L11 
Jennifer R. T11rchy11 
International Law Society 
Treasurer 




James Uf Herr 
Alexandra B. Plutshack 
3L Representative 




Asa F Smith 
Secretary 
Anne E. Martin 
Speaker Chair 
Charles). Ramsry 
1 L  Representatives 
Ki Hoon Kim 
Chian u·u 
LL.M. Representatives 
Thiu.r A. P Vogel 
Alan R A. lll'a//tj 
J. Reuben Clark Law Society 
Vice-President 
Whitnry H. Krog11e 
Treasurer 




Adrean S. T cry/or 
President 
Jef.frry D. Ed1vards 
JDs in the D 
Co-Chairs 
Christopher V Bmtlry 
Danielle ). Kru!Jlholz 
Vice President 
Sara). Ginsberg 
Pro Bono Chair 
Britta'!)' R T11rner 
Treasurer 
Kyle D. Hamilton 
Social Chair 
Milo R Madole 
Outreach Co-Chairs 
Dorotf?y). Heebner 
Jessica A. Kraft 
John T Lin 
3 1  
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Jewish Law Students Association 
Treasurer 
Michael Z. Spitulnik 
ReLigious Chair 
Eli M. Temkin 
Academic Chair 




Alexandra L. G'rossbaum 
Asa F Smith 
Secretary 
Emi!J J. S ttrcm 
Culture Show Chair 
Brittarry R Turner 
l L  Representative 
Luke A. George 
Latino Law Students Association 
Speaker Co-Chairs 
Fermin M. Mendez 
Jeanel!J Orozco Alcala 
3L Representatives 
Anelisa Benavides 
Urse/a M. Groat 
Kel!J A. J duregui 
Dante A. Roldan 
Co-Presidents 
Maria J. Barbosa 
Jessica C. Leal 
Treasurer 
Zachary N. Adorno 
Social Chair 
frances R Glick 
Juan Tienda Chair 
Danielle A. Vetl1 
Mr. Wolverine Co-Chairs 
Jessica C. Leal 
RoSJvill Mejia 
1 L Representatives 
Gabriel M. Lopez 
Daniela A. Tagtachian 
Law School Hockey Team 
Vice President 
Alejandro J. Montenegro 
President 
Max A. Atdenhamn 
Treasurer 
Joshua L. La Vigne 
Treasurer 
LAuren E. Reid 
Law School Student Senate 
President 
jt1dt1h E. Comvqy 
Vice President 
George M. Barchini, jt: 
Secretary 
Marry G. Blattner 
Senior Board of Governors Representative J unior Board of Governors Representative 
Timoll!Y ]. Ford David B. Angel 
3L Representatives 
Sarah L. F11ternick 
William C Know/1011 
Btittc1 11y A. Nash 
Zachary N Adorno 
Timothy S. Cross 
l L  Representatives 
Nicolas lvl. Kabat 
LL.M. Representative 
Ll1iza Sala ta 
2L Representatives 
Michael S. Papadopo11!os 
Charles]. Rams�y 
Briltafl)' R T11rner 
Nikita H. Mehta 
Abigail T Zeitlin 
Law Students for Reproductive Justice 
Treasurer 
Amelia H. Bailey 
Advocacy Chair 
Mal/or)' A. Jones 
Social Co-Chairs 
]. ll�yatt Fore 
Che/mi N. Mutual 
Co-Chairs 
Hannah S. S1vcmson 
Sifke C. Watson 
Secretary 
Samantha iVI. Hall 
Communications Chair 
lvleredith E. Osborne 
Special Projects Co-Chairs 
Rebecca A. Berko1vitz 
Frrya L Ried/in 
1 L Representatives 
Sarah E. Johnson 
]e1111a L Siebold 
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Legal Advocates for Children and Youth 
Treasurer 
Patrick N. Fyian 
Pro Bono Co-Chairs 
Marquita]. Davis 
An.ana N. fink 
Co-Presidents 
D;ana M. Peloquin 
Jason D. Zolle 
Outreach Chair 
Cari E. Carson 
Speaker Co-Chairs 
S !even ]. Alizio 
Jessica G. Gingold 
Legal Alternative Winter Breaks 
Meegan B. Brooks 
Katherine A. J\!f eister 
Co-Chairs 
Clmstopher S. Kendig 
Jenny Kim 
Treasurer 
Daniella R S cioscia-Regencia 
Fundraising Co-Chairs 
Matthe1v]. Justice 




Zachao1 j. Anderson 
MattheuJ T Cald1JJell 
Vice President 
Emerson W Girardeau 111 
Veronica A. Perera 
Jason D. Zo/le 
Michigan Access Program Fellows 
George M. Barchini, Jr: 
Elena M. Peifer 
Michigan Association for Legal Zymology 
Co-Chairs 
Randall]. Abbott 
Brittmry A. Berckes 
Speakers Co-Chairs 
Vanessa M. Johnson 
Alison K. Toivola 
3L Advisor 
]amen E. Tyler 
1 L Representatives 
Alexandra B. Pl11tshack 
Patrick L Ra1vsthorne 
Michigan Election Law Project 
Treasurer 
Jonathan L Backer 
Events Chair 
Collin D. Ray 
Chair 
Peter 5. Borock 
Vice Chair 
5 cott P. Bloomberg 
1 L  Representative 
Amanda M. Strick 
Secretary 
john R Thornburgh TI 
3L Representative 
Ezra D. Geggel 
Michigan Energy Law Association 
Speakers Chair 
Zachary C. Robock 
Alumni / Jobs Chair 
Matthel/J D. Evans 
President 
Alison K. Toivola 
Treasurer 
Jenna M. Trehs 
Outreach Chair 
5 tephen A. 5 cheele 
Web / Publicity Chair 
Ben;amin J Unterreiner 
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Michigan Health Law Organization 
Treasurer 
Michael]. Casner 
Pro Bono Chair 
Lisa A. Folkerth 
Co-Presidents 
Jake D. Gatoj 
Shainee S. Shah 
l L  Representative 
S oosmita ]. Sinha 
Secretary 
Brittarry D. Gregory 
Events Chair 
Chelsea M. Thomas 
Michigan Immigration and Labor Law Association 
Treasurer 
Adrienne D. Bqyd 
MlUl Coordinator 
Rebecca A. Ed111a/r/s 
Pro Bono Co-Chairs 
Maria]. Barbosa 
Daniel C. Osher 
President 
Joseph M. F!Jnn 
l L  Representatives 
Jonathan L Baker 
Miriam R Schachter 
Secretary 
Gracie H .  Willis 
ACCESS Coordinator 
Lance A. T01lor 
Speaker Co-Chairs 
Mary S. Anderson 
Danielle]. Krumholz 
Michigan Law Running Club 
Co-Chairs 
Anne E. McGinnis 
Nathan R Schuur 
Middle East Law Students Association 
President 
Zane S. Hatahet 
Vice President 
Bo White 
Middle East Law Students Association (cont'd) 






Jeremy S. Carson 
Treasurer 





}amen E. Tyler 




Valerie C. Bieberich 
Advisory Member 
Julia T Stuebing 
Historian 
Megan DeMarco 
1 L  Representatives 
Seth F Buchsbaum 
&me// B. Connelly 
Muslim Law Students Association 
Chair 
Aryum Umvala 
National Lawyers Guild 
Alexander Colbert-T t!J!or 
Andrnv.f. Dalack 
Anrlre1v M. Goddeens 
Shira E. Gordon 
Kenneth E. Grcry 
Board Members 
Treasurer 
Ali H. Beirloun 
Sarah E. Larsen 
Matthew Lt/'. Muma 
Rory Pu/vino 
Nathan .R Schuur 
Klara M. Stephens 
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Zachary C. Robock 
1 L Representatives 
William H. Martin 
Jennifer W Stone 
3L Advisor 
Anne E. Martin 
Native American Law Students Association 
Co-Chairs 
H11nter S. Cox 
Shay Elbaum 
Older Wiser Law Students 
Co-Chairs 
Michael]. Casner 
Joseph T Gallagher 
Treasurer 
Andrea M. Taylor 
Organization of Public Interest Students 
Pro Bono Chair 
Danielle]. Krumholz 
Mentorship Co-Chairs 
Daniel S. Dena 
Brian E. Le1:J 
3L Represenatitves 
Prfya L. Bhanu 
Elizabeth A. Homan 
Co-Presidents 
Sarah E. Larsen 
Klara M. Stephens 
Treasurer 
Shantz S. Tharayil 
Secretary 
Jessica A. Kraft 
Advocacy Chair 
George M. Barchinz; Jr. 
Events Co-Chairs 
Michael]. Pinjuv 
Megan B. Sanders-Drazen 
Gracie H. [Vil/is 
1 L Representatives 
Alanna R Farber 
Matthe1JJ S. Tannenbaum 
Social Chair 
J. J�1alt Fore 
Speaker Chair 
Kyle J L11ehke 
Treasurer 
Leah B. Pattn:ron 
Speaker Chair 
Kale Al. FitzCerald 
Outlaws 
Co-Chairs 
Christina M. Cernak 
J11sti11 D. Kingsoli•er 
Treasurer 
Ell1a11 A. Anderson 
Secretary 
Chas T Mather 
Outreach Chair 
Elizabeth Min Lee 
Alumni/ ew Student Chair 
l.....indsry C. Cru!Jlp 
1 L Representatives 
Zachary H. Fic/Jtenha11111 
Ahrye R Klama1111 
Poverty Law Society 
Co-Presidents 
E111i6' R Bro11m 
Rebecca C. Eisenbrry 
Senior Advisors 
Anry C. AndrMs 
Megan B. Sanders-Drazen 
Social Chair 
Anna B. ll?'olondo/ 
Pro Bono Chair 
Jason D. Zolle 
Prisoners' Rights Organization of Students 
President 
Ellen J. PetetJO!l 
Vice President 
Shira E. Gordon 
Treasurer 
Jonathan F. Zane 
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Prisoners' Rights Organization of Students (co11t'rl) 
Social Chair 
Rachel E. 81·aver 
Speaker Chair 
Ezra D. G'eggel 
Events Co-Chairs 
Max P. Clarke 
Jonalbtm B. Forman 
Secretary 
Alice Y Long 
Outreach Chair 
Breanna L Vat1 Et1gelm 
Pro Bono Chair 
Alone! A. Bre11mto11 
1 L Representatives 
Alexander J. Aggen 
1 ehal Khorraminejad 
Da11ielle B. Weinberg 
Public Benefits Advocacy Project 
Co-Chairs 
Veronica A . Perera 
Am1a(yce G'. Sh'!felt 
Treasurer 
Sara J. G'insherg 
Office Hours Co-Chairs 
Daniel R Alstff 
Lara K. Wagner 
Site Coordinators 
Jake P. Burne 
Ellli(y H. Iversen 
Sarah Mani'!)' 
Diana J'1I. Peloquin 
Co11rt11ry M. Potter 
Know Your Rights Coordinator 
i\1onel A . Brel/lerton 
Real Estate Law Society 
President 
Killlber(y L Thibault 
Vice President 
A/psa D. Mc/lnnry 
Treasurer 
Justin M. Montis 
Real Estate Law Society (cont'd) 
Secretary 
Alyssa D. McAnnry 
1 L Representative 
Harrison K. Wolslein 
Society for Space Law and the Law of the Sea 
Treasurer 
J11stin P Silver 
President 
Jarred A. Kloifein 
Vice President 
David A. Rood 
Secretary 
Elizabeth M. Barket 
1 L  Representatives 
Christopher U1 Byn1Jt1 
Adam Z. Margulies 
Kevin Rivers 
South Asian Law Students Association 
President 










Pr!Ja L Bhanu 
S hmti D11saj 
Dilpreet K. Minhas 
1 L  Representatives 
Tamina Damva/a 
Nikita H. Mehta 
Webmaster 
Chardon Stuart 
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Events Chair 
Alexandra L Grossbaum 
2L Representatives 
Bn'ttany A. Berckes 
Mark C. Viera 




Max A. Greemvald 
Secretary 
Eric H. Sternlieb 
Symposium / Moot Court Chair 
Courtnry E. Mercier 
3L Representative 
Jillian j. Rothman 
1 L  Representatives 
cdl/Jcml Mears 
Timotl!JI H. Smith 
Student Funded Fellowships 
Co-Chairs 
Michael J. Schmale 
Anne E. S haughnes.ry 
Auction & Logistics Co-Chairs 
Misha E. Ross 
Kathryn S. Schoff 
Finance Chair 
Samantha A. Kirby 
Application Co-Chairs 
Michael J. Casner 
Elizabeth A. Och 
Treasurer 
Jennifer E. Fischel! 
Student Representation Project 
President 
Gabriel R. Ne/I/land 
Vice President 
Sarah E. Larsen 
Treasurer 
Maiia u'tsakis 
Wolverine Street Law Organization 
President 
Bn'ttany J\. Turner 
Vice President 
Kelly M. Hagen 
Wolverine Street Law Organization (cont'clj 
Treasurer 
Megan L Staub 
Speaker Chair 
Dante A. Roldan 
Secretary 
Alexandra L Grossbaum 
Site Leaders 
Alexandra L Grosshaum 
Kimberly S. McDonald 
Emily]. Suran 
Outreach Chair 
Kelly M. Hagen 
Women Law Students Association 
Treasurer 
Kelsry D. Weisberg 
Social Co-Chairs 
Emily]. Suran 
Anna B. Wolonciej 
3L Representatives 
Michael R Farrell 




Julia K. Toce 
Mentorship Chair 
Emily R Goebel 
Outreach Co-Chairs 
Michael H. El-Zein 
Jillia11 S. Wilson Ambrose 
1 L  Representatives 
Alexandra E. Dieck 
Mary E. Miller 
SPECI AL RECOGNITIO 
L. Hart Wright Outstanding Teaching Award. An annual award presented in recog­
nition of excellence in teaching at the University of Michigan Law School. The recipient 
is selected by vote of the student body. 
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